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Introduction

Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulation represents a powerful tool for plasma studies having a num-

ber of advantages, like the fully kinetic description of high-dimensional plasma and the ability

to incorporate complicated atomic and plasma-surface interactions. The PIC codes simulating

the plasma edge usually include Monte Carlo routines simulating particle collision and plasma

surface interactions. Therefore it is appropriate to call them PIC/MC code [1]. The PIC codes

are usually associated with solving the equation of motion of particles and Maxwell’s equations.

Electromagnetic PIC codes solves a whole set of Maxwell’s equations and electrostatic if the

code solves just Poisson equation. The electrostatic PIC/MC codes are ideal for the description

of the plasma edge where particle distributions are usually far from equilibrium [1]. This kind

of code allows a full diagnostic of the plasma.

In our work we use the electrostatic part of parallel PIC/MC code, BIT1 with 1D3V di-

mensionality. We are presenting the profiles of ITER SOL and prove some rules of the PIC

modelling [2].

PIC/MC code

The scheme of the PIC simulation is presented on the Fig. 1. PIC simulation starts with an

initialization and ends with the output of results. This part is similar to the input/output routines

of any other numerical tool. Then it continues with solution of equation of motion (particle

mover), calculating the force acting on the particles and then solve the Maxwell’s equations.

After that using the particle collisions from the Monte Carlo code and the characteristics of

the plasma source and boundary effects, the plasma parameters are calculated (like density,

potential, and so on). More explanation of the PIC modelling parts might be found [1, 2]

Figure 1: Particle-In-Cell (PIC)/ Monte Carlo (MC) code scheme
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BIT1 simulation geometry

BIT1 (Fig. 2) is an electrostatic massively parallel Particle in Cell (PIC) code for simula-

tion of plasma edge. It incorporates e,H,H2,He,C,O2,W, their isotopes and few hundreds of

corresponding atomic, molecular and plasma surface interaction processes (AMS) processes.

The number of implemented particle types is limited by available AMS data: searching for and

validating of the corresponding differential cross-sections and of the plasma-surface interaction

(PSI) data is one of the most time consuming part in development of realistic plasma edge mod-

els [2]. The collision operators simulate atomic and molecular processes, conserving energy and

momentum. The PSI represents a linear model with prescribed (energy and angular dependent)

particle release coefficients and prescribed velocity distributions of particles released from the

wall.

Figure 2: BIT1 simulation geometry

BIT1 simulations results

In order to demonstrate BIT1 code and the validity of PIC modelling, we performed a set of

test runs. The BIT1 simulations were performed for burning plasma conditions corresponding

to ITER’s, for which the poloidal length of the 1D SOL is ∼ 20 m from inner to outer target.

Inclined magnetic fields at the targets (∼ 5◦) are included, as are particle collisions, with a

total of 3.4 · 105 poloidal grid cells with the shortening factor set to 20. For this simulations

the secondary electron emission at the tungsten targets is neglected and also the neutrals and

impurities are not included. A fully independent run was done, which means that we started

with empty system and reached the stationary state. A standard BIT1 simulation runs for about

60 days in a parallel computing mode on 1152-2304 computer cores.

The results, electron and ion densities, electron and ion temperatures, plasma potential and

electron and ion parallel velocity in stationary state depending of the poloidal length, obtained

from the BIT1 code simulations are shown in Fig 3.
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Figure 3: The BIT1 simulations were performed
for burning plasma conditions corresponding to
the ITER. The poloidal length of the 1D SOL
from the inner to the outer divertor is 20 m.
(a)− Electron and ion densities, (b)−Electron
and ion temperature, (c)− plasma potential and
(d)− electron and ion parallel velocity.

The peaking values of the electron, 195 eV ,

and ion temperature, 245 eV , as well as the

plasma density, 5.5 ·1019 m−3, are obtained at the

outer mid-plane (OMP), close to 12 m on poloidal

direction from the inner divertor. The plasma is

quazineutral in all the SOL except the narrow De-

bye sheath in front of the divertor plates. Also the

plasma potential is peaking at the OMP reaching

700 V there.

Kinetic factors

The BIT1 simulations can alse be used for ob-

taining the kinetic factors by experimental way.

There are two types of kinetic factors that spec-

ifies parallel transport of stationary SOL: (i)

boundary conditions (BCs) in front of the diver-

tor targets, and (ii) particle heat flux and ion vis-

cosity [3].

The boundary conditions are formulated at

the boundary between the magnetic and colli-

sional presheaths, named sheath edge (SE) [4, 5].

The BCs represent the conditions for ion paral-

lel speed (V i
‖), energy fluxes at the sheath (Qsh)

and potential drop across the sheath (∆φ ). Those

quantities are calculated from a set of equa-

tions (1) [5]:

M =
V i
‖

Cs
; γ =

Qsh

Γ ·Te
; ϕ =

e∆φ

Te
(1)

where M, Cs =
√

Te+δiTi
mi

, γ , Γ and ϕ are the

Mach number, is the ion-sound speed, the sheath

heat transmission factor, the plasma flux to the

divertor, and the normalized potential drop, re-
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spectively. Here δi (∼ 1)is the polytrophic constant. This analytical investigation will be used

in further work.

Conclusion

The importance of parallel kinetic modelling is to simulate huge number of particles for very

short time. In this article were presented the characteristics of the parallel kinetic modelling code

PIC/MC BIT1. As a test simulation of BIT1 the SOL of ITER tokamak plasma was simulated

including electrons and ions. For further research, these results will help us to investigate and

obtain the time dependencies of the boundary conditions that are to be used in the fluid codes

for modelling ELM target heat loads.
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